
90 Savage God at Blackchurch, N. Devon-Pat Littlejobn leading the first ascent. Photo.'
N. Rooke
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British Isles

This year has seen the continuation of the 'great ethical debate'. This has to some extent
been engendered by the need of the magazines for copy and for platforms for crusading.
While the purism of the sport is vital and the ever increasing number of aid climbs being
done free is a welcome trend, the discussion is becoming sterile. To add to the confusion
guide-books, such as the new edition of 'The Three Cliffs', continue to describe routes
with aid which has long since been eliminated. Much of the debate concerns activities
prior to the actual first (clean) ascent, from 'innocent' abseil inspection and cleaning of
vegetation, through a prior ascent on a top rope to a practice ascent using a prusik device
on a fixed rope. Such preliminaries often involve the placing of aid and/or protection
pitons or slings at likely crucial points. These activities have occurred to varying extents
in almost every area S of the Border and seem likely to spread as the competition for the
remaining unclimbed lines intensifies.

This review will not deal at length with such activities, but anyone wishing to repeat the
harder routes can acquire further details of the background to such ascents from 'Moun
tain' and 'Mountain Life' and full route descriptions from 'Rocksport'. In spite of this
documentation the. most popular areas still get new route claims for lines first climbed
many years ago. A typical example is a route at Tremadoc, which I climbed as new 4
years ago, only to find that it had been climbed at least 6 years previously and con
sidered of insufficient quality for the guide-book. The same thing has occurred in York
shire and Derbyshire to an even greater extent due mainly to the fact that small insular
groups have in the past kept their activities secret for long periods. Attempts are being
made to sort out the problem, but as many of the original pioneers have left the climbing
scene, it seems likely that the confusion will continue. The significance would appear to
be minimal except to the egos of those closely concerned. -

The notes that follow are of necessity brief. The fact that the various magazines have
produced well over 100,000 words on the subject in the past year puts me at a disadvan
tage and I apologise if my selection seems incomplete or arbitrary. I would like to thank
all who have contributed to these notes, including Steve Young, John Sumner and Mike
Coleman.

SW England Rescue services, always a problem in these parts, are undergoing reorganis
ation. Lundy, rapidly developing as a major pleasure area, is a particular problem with
helicopters forming a vital element in any serious accident. Avon Gorge, Cheddar Gorge
and the remote areas being developed on the Exmoor coast are now the responsibility of
the New Avon Police Authority, who normally use a crane in the Gorge itself, a system
which has proved totally inadequate in the past. The Chief Superintendent in charge of
rescue operations has suggested that climbing be banned in areas unsuitable for the use
of the crane, but hopefully the use of back-up civilian teams, such as that being set up by
Mike Sutton, will obviate any need for further access discussions, already a delicate sub
ject in these areas.

Developments in the Avon and Cheddar Gorges seem to be tailing off at last with less
than a dozen new routes being reported. Perhaps the most interesting event was the
complete ascent of Amanita Muscarina, once considered a desperately loose aid route, by
Ed and Anne Hart using only one point of aid.

Lundy with its superb granite is still gaining momentum as a playground and boasts over
100 VS-plus routes, as well as some easier 'classics'. The result is that routes are not only
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being pioneered, but also repeated; pioneers' claims for the quality are being enthusiasti
cally endorsed; large undeveloped areas remain, perhaps the last such reserve S of the
Cheviots.

There are few crags in Cornwall and Devon which do not boast at least one route, but
much remains to be filled in; climbs are likely to be of high quality and extreme diffi
culty. With the demise of new possibilities at Craig Gogarth and the isolationism of the
Ormes Heads in N Wales, the climbing press has succumbed to the photogenic qualities
of the rock and produced profile after profile of routes such as Eroica at Pentire Head
and Savage God at Blackchurch. (A picture of the latter which appeared in 'Mountain' I
regard as the finest British climbing shot I have ever seen.) The publicity has encouraged
more activity and, as far as I can ascertain, between 60 and 70 routes of HVS and Ex
treme have been climbed since my last report. Thus it is almost as difficult to keep up
with the crags being developed as it is the routes, so that it comes as no surprise to learn
that a 340 ft HVS traverse was climbed last year on Plymouth Hoe.

Swanage continues to provide the odd gem, but access problems to some cliffs mean that
climbers have to tread warily and the confusion means that many stay away.

South Wales has shown little signs of a post guide-book boom though a steady stream of
middle grade routes appears on the Gower Peninsula along with the cleaning up of the
over-aided routes of the first pioneering wave. Large areas in the Castlemartin tank range
remain unclimbed but the promised Pembrokeshire guide-book is expected soon.

Mid Wales, however, is still developing rapidly mostly due to the Staffordshire MC based
in Cwm Cowarch. Craig Cowarch itself still produces a new line and repeats of routes
such as Strobe (XS) confirm their quality. Most recent attention however has been
concentrated on the large areas of virgin rock on Cader Idris particularly in the magnifi
cient Cwm Cae. The impressive rocks at the head of the Cwm are yielding a steady
stream of routes mostly in the higher grades, mainly to Bentham and Shaw. A guide
book to Cader Idris by John Sumner is imminent.

North Wales The main event of the year must be Livesey's ascent of one of the 'last
great problems', the right wall of Cenotaph Corner, thus making the new guide-book
out-of-date. The latest 'Three Cliffs' volume has led to some controversy not only over
grading but also over validity of information. Nevertheless it seems likely to sell well.
The Hard Extreme grade is again employed mostly on routes previously described as
Exceptionally Severe. The Cromlech Boulders, a training ground and the object of many
an evening's sweaty pleasure for generations of climbers are threatened by a council road
widening scheme.

On Clogwyn du'r Arddu, Newcombe and Whittle have produced a route on the E But
tress which thumbs its nose at the critics, using 3 aid points on the last pitch; 5 other
routes have also been recorded. The same pair made yet another girdle on the compact
little cliff of Carreg Hylldrem and Newcombe with others made 2 short Extremes on
Clogwyn y Bustach. Surprisingly, the Tremadoc cliffs continue to produce a few new
routes, plus claims for routes done years ago but considered unworthy of inclusion in the
guide-books.

On Anglesey the number of new routes has tailed off to a trickle though many repeat
ascents of the harder routes, often with reduced aid, have been made. Positron seems to
be gaining a reputation, particularly on the last pitch. The bird problem remains and
threats of a floating oil terminal and a Bantry Bay situation are continuing worries.
Requests for a voluntary ban on climbing on the Mousetrap Zawn/Red Wall areas from
February to July are not being fully observed. As these areas are the most easily ob
served by birdwatchers and members of the public (from the lighthouse path) such
actions are detrimental to the good name of climbing and are likely to lead to further
bans.

Similar access problems arise on the increasingly popular limestone crag, Craig y Forwyn,
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though for a different reason-thoughtless car parking which impedes access to farm
property.

Derbyshire A large number of high grade routes in Chee Dale, on High Tor, Beeston Tor,
Mill Cove and elsewhere are falling to an increasing number of climbers, though the usual
names crop up most frequently. Reduction of aid has continued but at the same time
new aid routes are appearing, sometimes on rock that will eventually be climbed free.
One interesting idea came from 4 local climbers who did a Tour of the Tors during April.
They visited 82 crags on foot, doing at least one route on each, carrying all equipment
for camping and climbing and covering 120 miles in 20 days.

Yorkshire continues to keep its secrets though with its leading lights travelling further
afield, including a summer spent in Yosemite by Livesey and Fawcett, it seems likely
that activity has not been as extensive as last year, when many peg routes were climbed
free and some Almscliffe problems were solved. In fact the October edition of 'Rock
sport' gave details of routes put up on the N Yorks moors in 1972. Stanger and Hart
have done 600 ft XS/A1 routes on the large loose sea cliffs S of Reighton Gap near
Flamborough Head. The last 120 feet remain unclimbed by 'legitimate means'.

The Lake District The wrangling continues as aid gets reduced and paper purists are
accused of low trickery for doing routes with aid while persuading others to leave their
lines for men of the future. The situation here seems worse than anywhere else possibly
due to the isolated nature of many of the crags, but it may perhaps be justified since, for
example, the second ascent of Scylla on Pillar Rock used 2 points of aid whereas 7 had
been used on the first. The pair responsible however also repeated Dyad on Scafell E
Buttress reducing the aid on the first pitch but increasing it on the second.

New routes have appeared in almost every section of the area. St Bee's Head, once heral
ded as the Gogarth of the N, now apparently interests few though the scope for new
routes is still vast. Perhaps it is just as well that the area gets a rest for a while, as this
could be another 'bird sensitive' area in the future.

Scotland 1973-4 In a season marked by variable weather, the most significant achieve
ment was the first ascent of Minus One Gully on Ben Nevis, a problem much sought
after, which was climbed by Colin Stead and Ken Crocket. Also significant, the third
ascent of Minus Two Gully achieved by Mike Coleman and Neil Harding, providing an
exceptionally difficult crux. Still on Ben Nevis, the developing trend of new routes being
sought on the buttresses was demonstrated by Con Higgins and Brian Dunn who made
new routes on Minus Two Buttress. Neil Quinn and Doug Lang made the first winter
ascent of Left Edge Route, while last year's consolidation of the Smith Route on Gardy
loo Buttress does not seem to have overlapped to this winter.

On Lochnagar, Black Spout Pinnacle was climbed by Lang and Quinn producing an
impressive Grade V, while Central Buttress Direct, a long-standing unrepeated ascent
from the early 'golden years' had second and third ascents by Lang and Quinn and by
Coleman and Harding.

The Lochnagar Mountain Rescue team made a spectacular rescue of 2 climbers from
Zero Gully, by descending on fixed ropes. This was an example of a difficult rescue
made possible by the existence of a pool of skilled locally based climbers.

Ireland 1973-4 Following the intense activity (by Irish standards) on the 2 major gran
ite cliffs, Glendalough and Luggala, the long awaited Wicklow guide (edited by Pat
Redmond) was published and given a very mixed reception. New middle grade routes
still appear on both crags, the main activists being from the Dublin area. On the outskirts
of the city, Dalkey Quarry, received its fifth guide in 30 years (edited by Steve Young)
and yielded a further 2 routes. Ultima Thule follows a thin line by In Absentia and the
long standing problem of Tower Ridge Nose Direct was solved using a peg for aid.
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Since the publication of the Mournes guide in 1973 (edited by John Forsythe), a steady
flow of new routes has been gleaned from the dirt, the most notable of these being
Satanic Majesty on Slieve Beg by Crymble, Curran and Chambers. Editorial difficulties
have recently been experienced with the guide promised for the Antrim Coast. This book
should include Fair Head, the discovery of the 60's and the crag of the 70's and 80's but
it is felt in some circles that the editor, not being a habitue of the Head, should not work
on the guide, and hence details are being withheld. Such action can only further retard
climbing developments in the country.

On the Donegal granite at Lough Barra, Griffin and Curran climbed Gethsemane, a direct
line on the Delta Face and also Calvary Crossings, near Rule Britannia. In Glen Veagh,
Billane, Torrens, and Rankin sounded their way up Hard Travellin', to the left of Sym
bol. Lough Belshade, a rarely visited area, has recently seen much exploratory activity.

'New Climbs 1973', a Federation of Mountaineering Clubs of Ireland publication, is a
useful record of developments and further editions are promised. Despite the fact that
the FMCI has gone metric, little attention is paid to its adoption of the UIAA grading
system, which can hardly be said to be applicable to the Irish scene.

NEW GUIDE-BOOKS

The Kinder Area (Rock Climbs in the Peak. Vol 7) edited by P. J. Nunn, planned by Eric
Byne (Expo TVG, Ltd 1974, 208 pp)

This guide, like the next, is one of a series unfortunately interrupted by the death of Eric
Byne and the takeover of the publishers originally involved. However, assistance from
the Climbers' Club and the Peak District Committee of the BMC has ensured the com
pletion of the series. This volume covers the Kinder area itself in 4 subsections and other
climbs on scattered outcrops in NW Derbyshire and the Cheshire Pennine area. There are
notes on access, mountain rescue facilities, and the geology of the region in addition to
descriptions of the climbs themselves, which include historical information when of
interest.

The Staffordshire Gritstone Area (Rock Climbs in the Peak. Vol 9) Compiled by David
Salt (Expo TVG Ltd, 1974, 231 pp, £1.70)
A further volume in the series mentioned above, covering the following areas: Hen
Cloud; The Roches; The Five Clouds and Roche End Crag; Renshaw Rocks; Newstones,
Baldstones and Gib Torr Rocks; Back Forest and Outlying Crags in Roches Area; Upper
Churnet Valley Crags; Lower Churnet Valley Crags; Mow Cop; Bosley Cloud.

Scafell Group M. Burbage and W. Young (Fell and Rock Climbing Club Guide, 5th ed,
1974, 201 pp, £1.80)
Since the last edition was published in 1967, over 40 new climbs of great difficulty have
been made in this area, and their descriptions have been added to this edition.

The Three Cliffs Pete Hatton (Climbers' Club Guide to Wales, 1974, 140 pp)
This is a new version of the guide originally produced by Don Roscoe, and involves a
certain amount of regrading of climbs due to changes that ryave occurred. It covers the
following areas: Craig Ddu; Clogwyn y Grochan; Drws y Gwynt; Carreg Wasted; Carreg
Wasted Fach; Dinas y Cromlech; Craig Nant Peris.

Lundy Rock Climbs R. D. Moulton (Royal Navy and Royal Marines Mountineering Club,
2nd ed, 1974, 122 pp, £0.75)
This is an entirely rewritten and much expanded version of the guide produced in 1970,
and bears witness to the great scope offered to climbers by Lundy's cliffs and rocks.

Central Wales John Sumner (West Col Productions, 1973, 153 pp, £1.90)
A guide-book to Craig Cowarch and other crags on the Arans in Central Wales, where
serious climbing only began as recently as the 1950s.
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